
Life FM 97.3 KDNW/ Faith 905 FM KDNI  

KRFG 102.9/ WJRF 89.5  

QUARTERLY ISSUES / PROGRAMS LIST AND REPORT 

 Duluth MN   

April May June 2022 

 

 

   

 

1) Health  

2) Marriage – Divorce  

3) Social Media  

4) Poverty  

5) Mental Health 

 
 

The above issues, determined at the beginning of the quarter to be issues in need of coverage, were aired during this quarter in the following Programs  

Segment formats:   If the relevancy of other issues becomes evident as the quarter progresses, those issues would be added.  

 

Afternoon Show (AS) Local. Four hour program with Rick Hall - segments throughout airs on KDNW/KRFG/WJRF-FM   M-F 2p – 6p 

Afternoons with Bill Arnold:  (AWB) Local.  Two hour program KNDI with host Bill Arnold aired on KDNI-FM M-F 3p – 5p;  

Community Spotlight: (ComSpot) Local.  Public Affairs.  Program airs on KDNI at 5:00    various days in month 

Community Spotlight FM: (ComSpot FM). Local. Public Affairs. Program airs on FM stations at 5:00 or 23:00 various days in month. 

Evening Show (ES) Local. Four hour program with Jenn Pooler - segments throughout airs on KDNW/KRFG/WJRF-FM   M-F 6p – 10p  

Midday Show:  (MDS) Local. Four hour program with Niki Corbin  - segments throughout airs on KDNW/KRFG/WJRF-FM   M-F 10a-2p.   

Middays with Susie (MDS) Local.  One hour program with host Susie Larson aired on KNDI M-F 12p – 1p   

Morning Show:  (MS) Local. Four hour program with host Jill - segments throughout airs on KDNW/KRFG/WJRF-FM   M-F 6a – 10a. 

Mornings with Carmen Leberge (MCL) Local. Host Carmen LaBerge. Various guest hosts a two-hour program with local news and relevant community 

information KNDI M-F 6a-8a; 

Community Partner Day  (CPD) Local. Special Programming highlighting an organization in the community.  Segments air throughout special day on 

KDNW/KRFG/WJRF-FM    

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Special Report: (Special). Local.  News or Public Affairs.  Varying in length, these are aired when need or interest 

Following is a description of program treatment of the above-listed issues.  This was the most significant program treatment of the issues during the quarter. The listing is by no means exhaustive.   

 

 

ISSUES PRO-

GRAM 

DATE TIME LENGTH KNDI/ 

FM’s 

(music)  

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

CULTURAL  SLL 13-Jun  3 p  55 min. KDNI Pastor Scotty Smith Each day it seems we become more divided. Splitting on the grounds of 

political, theological, and even superficial differences 

CULTURAL / EVENTS  SLL 19-May  3 p  55 min. KDNI Thann Bennett Living a life of faith in the middle of an ever-changing culture can be difficult. 

And when watching the nightly news brings on anxiety, it’s tempting to turn it off and ignore 

the outside world. valuable insights and perspective from Capitol Hill 

CULTURE  MCL 27-Apr 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Jim Denison - Denison Forum Google launches an inclusive language function to warn users 

when they type words considered politically incorrect. Like “landlord” Macron: Recap the 

Coach Kennedy arguments before Scotus:PA School said no to “After School Satan Club” 

CULTURE    MCL 27-May 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Chris Martin - Terms of Service newsletter 5 Social Media Stats Pastors (ministry 

leaders…even the rest of us) Should Know Facebook trying to do Video again  Tik Tok 

pressure machine is growing 

CULTURE MCL 30-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Peter Kapsner - 50 Shades of Truth - Kanye West wanted to declare himself “legally dead” If 

you’re going to cheat…cheat on an ethics exam?  Swearing off men and avoiding intimacy: 

Gen Z reconsiders sex in the wake of a post-Roe world Marriage confusion 

CULTURE MCL 24-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Chris Martin - Terms of Service newsletter a content marketing editor at Moody Publishers and 

author of the Terms of Service newsletter, a newsletter about social media and its effects on the 

world. Living Humbly Online: The Internet Google Left Behind 

CULTURE – SOCIAL 

MEDIA  

MCL 24-May 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Nick Pitts - fellow, Institute for Global Engagement IGE & Nick Info   Southern Baptist report 

on sexual abuse  Florida: “Drag me to Church” Nuns are using TikTok to offer a peak into 

cloistered life 



CULTURE/EDUCATION  MCL 12-May 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Steve West - editor, Liberties Roundup - World Magazine  Alabama SDA school takes stand on 

Saturday games: Idaho law school – disagreement not allowed Catholic school appeals ruling 

over gay teacher’s firing 

CURRENT EVENTS  MCL 23-June 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI  Ben Johnson - The Rights Writer / Senior Reporter/Editor - The Washington Stand 

Ben/Washington Stand info 

Nothing to see here (by Ben at Washington Stand)  Women’s sportBiden’s Parents Council: 

Bipartisan Gun legislation update: 

FAMILY MCL 12-Apr 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Nick Pitts - fellow, Institute for Global Engagement Effect of Divorce on Children Worse than 

Death 

HEALTH ComSpot 

FM 

5/23 08:00 3min FMs Kim Lagro, a Clinical Social Work/Therapist at Encouragement Clinic in Superior, explains the 

affects COVID has had on mental health. She touches on isolation being a main factor as well 

as the difficulties parents faced when having to work and homeschool their kids. 

HEALTH ComSpot 

FM 

5/24 06:40 3min FMs Carina Barker, Clinical Social Work/Therapist at Encouragement Clinic in Superior explains 

the grief women can face when struggling with infertility or a miscarriage and how we as a 

society can do a more effective job in supporting them. 

HEALTH ComSpot 

FM 

5/26 06:40 3min FMs Becky Revier, Treatment Director at Minnesota Adult and Teen Challenge in Duluth discusses 

the unique struggle mother’s face when their child becomes addicted to drugs or alcohol.  

HEALTH ComSpot 

FM 

5/26 07:40 3min FMs Becky Revier, Treatment Director at Minnesota Adult and Teen Challenge in Duluth discusses 

the statistics of how anxiety has increased over the years. High school students experience the 

same level of anxiety as a 1950’s hospitalized psych patient. 

HEALTH  SLL 28-Jun  3 p  55 min. KDNI Dr. Jill Carnahan is both a functional and medical doctor with a miraculous story of healing 

from cancer and additional diagnoses. Offered hope for your health journey and explore how 

past emotional hurts may be impacting your current physical health 

HEALTH SLL 30-Jun  

20-May 

3 p  55 min. KDNI Dr. Troy Spurrill is a leader in developing and implementing unique and powerful healing 

strategies and has established his private practice as an internationally known center for true 

health. 

HEALTH  SLL 14-Jun  3 p  55 min. KDNI Terra Mattson speaker and licensed Christian counselor Life is hard and even the healthiest 

relationships are complicated. But you don’t have to try to figure it out alone. 

HEALTH  SLL 18-May  3 p  55 min. KDNI Nicole Unice Every tough conversation has a turning point, a miraculous moment when you 

can either turn toward the other person, or away from them. respond to your emotions without 

losing control, set healthy boundaries, and strengthen your relationships 

HEALTH – MENTAL  MCL 09-May 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Dr. Linda Mintle Mental Health Awareness Month.   Helping Someone Through a Panic 

Attack: 

HEALTH/ SPIRITUAL SLL 17-May  3 p  55 min. KDNI Ivelisse Page When Ivelisse received her late-stage cancer diagnosis, she could have been 

overwhelmed by fear. Instead, she started fighting and praying.story of battling cancer and 

beating it through a holistic approach her organization Believe Big and how she’s working for 

change in the treatment and healing of those suffering with cancer 



HEALTH/SPIRITUAL  SLL 18-Apr  3 p  55 min. KDNI Kyle Winkle Wondering if God is mad at you, feeling insecure and ‘less-than', living in fear  

Bible teacher Kyle Winkler joins me to share his own story of overcoming fear and self-doubt 

and help you find freedom, from his book, “Shut Up Devil: Silencing the 10 Lies behind Every 

Battle You Face.” 

MARRIAGE/DIVORCE 

 

ComSpot 

FM 

5/24 07:40 3min FMs Dr. Linda Mintle, a licensed therapist serving at Liberty University’s College of Osteopathic 

Medicine discusses the signs of divorce that couples may have. For example, traits of criticism 

and defensiveness. 

MENTAL HEALTH/ 

RELATIONSHIP 

MCL 29-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Dr Linda Mintle Booklet:  Breaking Free from Anger and Forgiveness – A Biblical Strategy to 

Conquer Destructive Reactions 

MISSIONS MCL 15-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Ruth Kramer - Mission Network News Bangladesh Kenya Ethiopia 

POLITICAL  MCL 06-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Nick Pitts - fellow, Institute for Global Engagement - Luke Moon - Philos Project / Providence 

Mag Rabbis at ChurchesMembers of U.S. Congress targeting Israel in visa waiver program: 

Saudi Arabia - most are following news related to Biden’s trip and the Saudi’s then RAISING 

the price of oil, but I want to talk about this:China Ukraine/Russia - latest news 

POLITICAL  MCL 27-May 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI  Steve West - editor, Liberties Roundup - World News Group Liberties Roundup - Pro-

Abortion activists may argue for abortion on religious grounds:Air Force Academy – No vax, 

no diploma City and church at odds over an RV ministry: 

POLITICAL  MCL 02-May 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI  Mindy Belz - Globe Trot blog Glob Trot - USIRF Report, etc  (Article Pending) USCIRF, 

which focuses on Afghanistan and Ukraine. Just another peg in the stories you've highlighted. 

Additional linkage...Biden has asked for additional $33 billion for Ukraine just as DOD reports 

to Congress that the US left $7 billion in military equipment and ammunition behind in 

Afghanistan. And aiding Ukraine is not without risks, as Russia threatens Moldova etc in what 

it calls a widening war.  Ukraine: Local officials say up to 9,000 bodies are buried in the mass 

grave discovered in the village of Mangush near Mariupol, as Russian forces continue to 

besiege the southern port city. Despite appeals for civilian evacuations, Ukrainians remain 

trapped in basement bunkers. 

POLITICS   MCL 02-May 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Adam Carrington - Hillsdale College Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene…  George Will – Amend 

the Constitution so Senators can’t run for President: 

POVERTY ComSpot 

FM 

5/27 09:15 3min FMs Laurie Beyer, a Clinical Social Work/Therapist in Duluth, discusses the resources available to 

those who can’t afford counseling. Some of those resources include reading materials and 

support groups. 

RECREATION  MCL 17-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Paul Asay - Plugged In Reviews:  Lightyear  The Phantom of the Open  jerry & Marge Go 

Large - Meta facing lawsuits from Parents:  Justin Bieber’s  health: Charlie Sheen about his 

daughter going on OnlyFans  “Great Scott!!”  VHS copy of BTTF sells at auction for $75K 



RECREATION  MCL 20-May 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Adam Holz - Plugged In Reviews:  (What?? A couple of Retreads???)How to launch a church 

in the metaverse Marvel announces two new trans superheroes Sports Illustrated and defining 

“beauty” Nuns are using TikTok to offer a peak into cloistered life Understanding your 

audience and a conversation about place and time for speaking the truth The Future of NetFlix: 

Streaming Alternatives for Families: 

RELIGION   MCL 18-May 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Jeff Bilbro - Grove City College / Front Porch Republic  “In the Ukraine War, the Church Is 

There.”  Susannah Black talks with Ivan Rusyn, the president of the Ukrainian Evangelical 

Theological Seminary who is ministering now in Kyiv: “You think more about the theology of 

presence when you are in the midst of suffering. I have been asked many times, ‘Why are you 

here?’” “Reforming Journalism Project.”  This group is offering a free, five-day training 

session for people who want to report on what’s happening in their local communities: “With 

newspaper closures and buyouts, news deserts and journalism brain drains, who will tell the 

local story? Who will report on the news happening down the street, the overlooked stories, the 

issues that touch our everyday lives?” “The Regeneration Podcast.”   

RELIGION MCL 11-Apr 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Jason Meyer - pastor, Urban Refuge Church/Mpls Holy Week and Lament:  A helpful /hopeful 

attitude as we remember again the cost   

RELIGION  SLL 11-Apr  3 p  55 min. KDNI Asheritah CiuciuThe Easter and Lenten season are upon us once again. Do you feel spiritually 

prepared to experience this holy season and celebrate the resurrection of Christ on Easter 

morning?   Asheritah CiuCiu shares encouraging reminders of the Lenten season and inspires 

each of us to take the time to prepare to reflect on Jesus’ death and celebrate His resurrection 

this Easter from her book, “Uncovering the Love of Jesus: a Lent Devotional.” 

SANCTITY OF LIFE MCL 30-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Ben Johnson - The Rights Writer / Senior Reporter/Editor - The Washington Stand Pro-life 

whole-life conversation…there’s a fair amount of debate about this but Carmen’s thinking from 

your CATO days he knows the intersection of poverty and democracy and faith terrain well.  

SCIENCE  MCL 22-Jun 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Heather Zeiger - science writer Heather is freelance science writer out of Dallas, and a research 

analyst with The Center for Bioethics & Human Dignity.  She  has advanced degrees in 

chemistry and bioethics. I write on the intersection of ethics, society, and technology. 

SOCIAL  SLL 20-May  3 p  55 min. KDNI John Koessler with Chris Fabry Maybe you’ve noticed it, a tragedy occurs in the community or 

even on a global scale and suddenly there’s pressure to speak out on social media. Many turn to 

memes featuring often misquoted and out-of-context quotes from the likes of Dietrich 

Bonhoeffer. 

SOCIAL EVENTS MCL 26-Apr 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Nick Pitts - fellow, Institute for Global Engagement Steve Martin, King Tut, 1978? Is Putin the 

Antichrist? Are people using religion as a weapon to hate people? (or the need to speak the 

truth in love in the culture today) Why are people protesting at MLB and NBA games? 

SOCIAL SCIENCE MCL 05-Apr 6:00 a 2 hours  KDNI Mark Caleb Smith - Cedarville University political science perspective, President Zelensky 

seems to know how to message, how to gain and get an audience, and how to deliver messages 

tailored to speak to and move specific audiences 

 
 

 



If the relevancy of other issues becomes evident as the quarter progresses, those issues would be added. 

 
CHARITIES  local charitable organizations helping people in the community with various issues  

DISABLITIES how to cope; how to help; care giving, special needs children; life-altering injuries, etc.  

ECONOMICS handling of ; misuse of; getting out of debt; etc. 

EDUCATION Bringing aware to the issues of education in the community, etc.  

EMERGENCY ISSUES relief for victims of natural disasters; local disaster relief, etc. 

ENVIRONMENT how to save energy, use fewer resources 

FAMILY & CHILDREN ISSUES help for disadvantaged families and children 

HEALTH LIFESTYLES eating behaviors/disorders, obesity, addictions; prevention of disease; etc. 

IMMIGRATION helping immigrants; illegal immigrant issues; etc. 

JUVENILE DELINQUENCY case stories, how to prevent; teaching teens; etc. 

LOCAL ISSUES coal power plant; casino, etc. 

MARRIAGE/DIVORCE building healthy marriages, preventing divorce/affairs/ how to handle/ impact on; etc. 

MONEY handling of ; misuse of; getting out of debt; etc. 

POVERTY where to find help, how to help those in need 

PUBLIC HEALTH SAFETY  bringing awareness to the of issues that affect the health and safety of the community 

RACE racial retaliation; hate crimes; discrimination; etc. 

RECREATION bringing awareness to the public of recreation events happening in the community 

RELIGION Information regarding religious and spiritual issues, etc.  

SANCTITY OF LIFE/ABORTION dangers of:  personal stories, how to prevent; etc. 

SENIOR CITIZENS information regarding the aging; retirement, health etc. 

SEXUAL ISSUES sexual crimes; homosexuality; teaching children about sex; etc. 

UNEMPLOYMENT/EMPLOYMENT Coping, finding assistance, help re-entering work force 

WOMEN’S ISSUES discrimination; workplace issues; etc. 

 

A list of programs that have provided the station’s most significant treatment of community issues.  The list shall include a brief narrative describing what issues 

were given significant treatment and the programming that provided this treatment.   

 

 


